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Transform CX with customercentric leadership and
innovation
Building trusted customer relationships is a significant focus for many CMO’s
strategic and competitive visions for 2016. This is why the latest data and
analytics technologies was at the top of almost every discussion at the CX
Impact event this past December in New Orleans, as attendees learned the
tools to build credibility and long-term relationships with customers.
Nearly 90 percent of CMOs report that building trusted customer
relationships is a significant focus of their departments’ strategic and
competitive vision, according to a recent Forbes study. At the CX Impact
event this December in New Orleans, attendees learned about the
latest data and analytics technologies to build credibility and long term
relationships with customers.
CX Impact was named one of “The 50 best Conferences to Attend This
Year” by The Daily Muse Editor. The event, and this report that summarizes
what it takes to make your CX strategy next level, shows you why.
Sincerely,
Hannah Hager
Content Director
P.S. We hope you’ll join the discussion at the next event, which will be
Sept. 28-30. Stay tuned for updates at www.cximpact.com.

Key Themes in CX: The Building Blocks to
Take You to Customer-Centricity
CX on the Move: Millennials and their mobiles
CX Design: Re-Learn Layman’s Speak
EX for CX: Care for Your Employee First
CX OM: Omnichannel Is Omnipresent
CXM: Listen First for Effective CX Management
CX Talent: Tell the CX tale to your talent
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CX ON THE MOVE
Catch the Millennials on mobile … if you can
Tony Marlow, Head of Sales Insight, Yahoo
Where is the consumer? The CX experts want to know. If you’re
wondering where your consumers are look no further than the
palm of your hand.
“Look around you. What devices are your colleagues using? Your kids?
Your parents, even?” asked Tony Marlow, Head of Sales Insight at
Yahoo. “[You can’t ignore] the shift toward mobile.”
A recent Yahoo survey ranked user preference by device on a
scale of 1-to-5, with five representing ‘love’ for the product. An
astounding 77 percent of respondents claimed to “love their
smartphone.” Nearly 40 percent of 18-to-34 year-olds surveyed
claimed to be “addicted.” The lesson: Use addicted Millennials to
your advantage.
Their growing presence is no secret. Most of us know that
Millennials will account for almost half of the U.S. workforce by
2020. They will also represent about $1.4 trillion in spend – about
one third of all retail sales projected for that year. Despite these
facts, huge discrepancies remain between where companies are
spending their money and where consumers are spending their time.

print, and even digital, have either plateaued or are decreasing in
share time by user. This disparity represents a whopping $25 billion
gap in the U.S. alone, according to Yahoo’s research.
It’s time to close the gap. Lobby your company today to better
engage Millennials. They are not frugal, but they do know the value
of their dollar, Marlow says. Start looking into branded content and
couple it with your native advertising efforts to win the race for their
dollar. Both streams resonate with discretionary Millennials who,
for all their perceived downfalls, are more brand loyal than other
generations. What this means, of course,
is that once you’ve won them – you
own them. The icing on the cake is
that they will not only be some
of your most loyal customers,
but they will become brand
advocates on your behalf.

Exhibit A: Mobile. It is the only channel in the U.S. that is growing
in share time by media. Traditional media such as television, radio,

CX DESIGN
Learn to become a layman again
Michael Lenz, Director, Global Brand Experience and Design, Cisco
How does a brand come to life across all its touch points and in
consistent manner? Consistency in product design and software
– all of which translate to a cohesive experience. There are visible
and physical languages, said Michael Lenz, Director, Global Brand
Experience and Design, Cisco, but the human touch – using words
to fulfill the brand promise – is often what is missing.
You don’t change who you are if you change jobs or locations, so
why would your business change its essence depending on the
channel? As widely discussed as CX is, designing those experiences
is a discipline not often seen within organizations. But it’s a
hallmark of a customer-centric organization.

Cisco determined its language was confusing and wasn’t
distinguishable from its competitors. This led to them making a
concerted effort to engage their customers, not dictate to them
using engineering or product developer “speak.” This was achieved
through the developing a clear content, structure and tone to their
messaging. They became short and relevant; bold and human.
(Hint: the Flesch-Kincaid readability test, which is found in the
software of most word processors, helps
to determine if your “tech-speak” is
legible to the layman.)

The marketing. The labels. The colors. All should deliver on the
brand’s promise. If you’re scoffing at the possibility, then consider
that the average Cisco account has 3,200 touch points. It wasn’t
always easy for them, either. One loyal customer gave the following
feedback, “I am a solid Cisco fan, but how many hours do they
expect me to waste trying to understand their shit?” Yikes.
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EX FOR CX
Data in the driver’s seat
Kristin Guthrie, Vice President of Customer Experience, Air Transport and
Regional, Honeywell Aerospace
Interest isn’t enough. A true CX revolution is a lifestyle change.
Everyone ‘owns’ the customer. Every employee – from the
executive-level on down to the agents on the frontline – needs to
interface directly with your customer in order to understand them.
This means that as a supervisor you should be spending around 70
percent of your time listening and participating in customer calls
and correspondence, says Chandra Sperry, Head of Farmers Direct
Services, Farmers Insurance. Not only does this prove that you
are a customer-centric manager, but it also shows your frontline
employees that the organization’s actions and align with its words.
Reports reveal customer engagement points, Net Promoter Scores
and countless other KPIs, but an offline analysis with some muchneeded context is necessary to glean a deeper understanding.
Consider enlisting the finance department to share in revenue
tracking responsibility, which ensures a level of third-party
objectiveness that can’t necessarily be achieved through selftracking.

If you look closely, you’ll likely notice that the definition of ROI and
revenue is fluid depending on who you ask. Metrics are important,
but the way you frame them within your internal conversations is far
more important.
“Products fail because there’s more of
an emphasis on the fabrication on
the balance sheet rather than
a fabrication of the behavior,”
said CX Impact speaker
Martha Pease, Author of
“Think Round: How to Own
the Future by Focusing
100% of your Company on
Customers and Consumers
100% of the Time.”

It’s a good thing to be a bit messy when it comes to tracking your
ROI. It means you’re not afraid to look around for new performance
measurements. For instance, have you ever thought about what
revenue actually means to your organization? What is its definition?

CX OM
Omnichannel is omnipresent
Daniel Hong, Senior Director of Product Marketing Strategy, [24]7 Customer, Inc.
Omnichannel must be omnipresent. A personalized experience
moves with the customer as they explore and switch channels. A
compelling omnichannel strategy is born from crystal-clear journey
mapping. In order to achieve this you must first identify their main
touch points and their key issues.
Combining channel data aids you in predicting customer intent,
which comes in handy considering around 85 percent of customers
will jump channels if their initial attempt on their preferred, primary
channel is unsuccessful.

of a particular channel is determined, then consider the ways that
two or more channels can work harder for one another.
Success in omnichannel depends on three core capabilities:
Intent prediction, channel orchestration and context + data
continuity. You’ll know you’ve achieved
this when you see a shift from
‘transactional’ to ‘conversational’
engagements.

While audacious, omnichannel is obtainable with a pragmatic
approach. Start out with high-value journeys that have multiple
service and payment options. Next, break down the channels oneby-one to ensure proper optimization. Once the rate and frequency
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CXM
Listen first, learn second, engage third
Doug Stein, President, HMS National CX Engagement
The silent treatment is not a healthy form of communication.
You know this. Perhaps what you don’t know is if you’ve been
communicating to your customers in that way or not.
Customer Experience Management (CXM/CEM) wasn’t a popular
term within the industry as recent as a decade ago, but Gartner
expects it to monopolize around 50 percent of consumer product
investments within the next two years. It’s time to manage these
relationships.
Unbeknownst to them, home warranty agency HMS National had a
policy of silence. They sat back and waited for customers to complain.
They ignored negative comments and feedback on public forums.
They didn’t address customers by name – even when they knew who
they were addressing.
For years the company assumed that their customers’ main desire
was large payouts on their claims.
Perhaps it’s not too much of a surprise, then, that when they
started conducting Voice of the Customer (VOC) surveys, they
found their customers hungry for a better experience. They wanted
to be treated fairly and warmly by agents. And sometimes they
wanted this more than they wanted the money.

“We heard from customers, ‘We want to engage, we want a
relationship,’” said President Doug Stein, so they did just that.
Where HMS had once been “informational without being
engaging,” they shifted toward a new tonality that focused on
a two-way conversation and added personalization. So, they
enacted a welcome call to new signees (or a “warm arm around the
shoulder call,” as they refer to it), they began answering customer
feedback on social media (both good and bad) and they built out
other avenues of value-add, all of which resulted in a five percent
lift in renewals.
“We realized we were out of
the game too long and that
we needed to be both
proactive and reactive in
our conversations with our
customers,” Stein says.

CX TALENT
Tell the CX tale to your talent
Christopher Kogler, CEO, Narrative IQ
Change is hard. People hate change. It means there will be some
winners, and there will be some losers. If you’re trying to change
your CX game, then your company culture needs to change with
it. Not everyone will be in agreement, so for many organizations,
storytelling has become a way of delivering information in a more
humane manner. It is a compelling component that is integral to the
change management of internal shifts within your organization.
An explanation will go a long way toward pushing your employees
to follow your direction. As leaders to change, people are watching
you to determine if they want to tell your story or their own version.
It should go without saying that it’s best to be proactive.

occur 3.) State the organization’s strategy to manage the change
and 4.) Note the good things that will arise from it.
Christopher Kogler, CEO of Narrative IQ, gave the following tips for
being a pro at business storytelling:

•
•
•
•

Don’t tell people you’re about to tell them a story.
Talk in your own voice. Be authentic,
real and transparent.
Keep it short.
Practice.

There are four pillars that support and clarify a successful story
pattern: 1.) Explain the past 2.) Describe the change that has or will
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What does CX mean to you?
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Join us in 2016!
The next CX Impact is Sept. 28-30. Do you have a story to
tell? Contact Conference Producer Lisa Schulman for speaking
opportunities at Lisa.Schulman@iqpc.com.
In the meantime, stay tuned for updates to the event location and
program themes by visiting our website at www.cximpact.com.

Early registration is now open.
There are three ways to sign-up:
Visit www.cximpact.com
Email. enquiry@iqpc.com
Call. 1-800-882-8684
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